
We are in the dawn of a new era which means a whole new way of living and
leading, a new way of using our voice, status, and platforms. Our athletes, teams,
and coaches will require an entirely different kind of support to be more centered
and substantial in their leadership on and off the 'court' in the times to come.
As athletes and Aquarian leaders ourselves, we understand. We have teamed up in our
genius to develop and nurture their multi-dimensional fitness. Maximum mental, emotional,
and spiritual strength will be critical in order to uplift humanity in the new era.

This is a premier league of Embodied Femme Leaders, Elite Athletes and Teams who are
intent on vibrating the cosmos to birth their creative impact in the new era now. Those who
are ready to move from chasing peak experiences towards actually handling all of life’s
complexities in a masterful way. Those who are ready emerge into the world in the way that
matches their blueprint and reflects what they already know within, as their spiritual truth.

Our mission is to help our athletes dismantle the unconscious patterns of scarcity and
instead inspire others. To assist them in breaking all reason and rules because they no longer
apply. As their Bio-Strategic Advisory Board, to be on a list of resources available to the
athletes as they are building or restructuring their support team with their agent. 

While no-one knows what's in store for the future, we are sure that athletes will carry an
even greater responsibility to make the planet more interesting and more beautiful than we
can currently imagine, and we are here to guide the way of the athlete on the dharma path. 

Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA is a transformational mentor and catalyst to
visionary leaders, executives, elite athletes who are ready to upgrade &
transform their game, work & life. As an intuitive business & life strategist,
consultant, and certified mindset coach, Sara leverages 20+ years of
international and NCAA D-1 athletic, academic, professional experiences. 
Her specialty is to masterfully integrate custom-designed quantum
strategies with pragmatic mindset & energetic tools, and some magick that
empower her clients in taking massive action, turning their wildest dreams
into reality, and in helping them inspire a more intentional, centered,
substantial living & leading in the new era.
As Slovenia-native, Sara currently resides in the Lower Hudson Valley with
her husband, their two young daughters, and three furry rescues.

Dianne Sykes, MS NSCA is a quantum physiologist, coach, speaker, and
healer who helps executives, world class athletes and leaders wield their
energy for an optimized human experience and capacity to serve at the
greatest degree. 
She trains the energy systems of the body to handle the massive climb in
consciousness; to adapt quickly, sustain multidimensional fitness at that new
height and the system upgrade to actually enjoy all of it. This requires
massive physical, mental and spiritual training in devoted practice. Dianne
provides the tools and guidance to support leaders operating in a state of
peak existence.
A native New Yorker and a former NCAA D-1 star track athlete, Dianne and
her young daughter currenly live on Long Island. 
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